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Rakesh Niraj, Mahendra Gupta, & Chakravarthi Narasimhan



Customer Profitability in a Supply Chain Estimating current profitability at the individuai customer levei is important to distinguish the more profitable customers from the less profitable ones. This is also a first step in developing estimates of customers' lifetime values. This exercise, however, takes on additional complexities when applied to an intermediary in a supply chain, such as a distributor, because the costs of servicing a retail customer include not only those incurred directly in servicing this customer but also those incurred by the distributor in dealing with its own vendors for goods supplied to this customer. The authors develop a general model and measurement methodology to relate customer profitability to customer characteristics in a supply chain. The authors show how heterogeneity in customer purchasing characteristics leads to important profit implications and illustrate the implementation of the methodology using data from a large distributor that supplies to grocery and other retail businesses.



I



n recent years, marketing practitioners and academicians alike have embraced such concepts as one-to-one marketing, relationship marketing, targeted marketing, interactive marketing, and so on and have increasingly talked about the importance of building relationships with customers. The basic premise behind these concepts is that if a fitin can address and target individual customers, it can improve its profitability by serving these customers differently. Several authors have advanced conceptual frameworks and have argued that targeted marketing, or marketing different programs to different customers, is a winning strategy. Popular books by Peppers and Rogers (1993) and Hallberg (1995) stressing customer heterogeneity are prime examples. This emphasis on relationship has given a new meaning to the age-old marketing concept of being customer driven, especially as the falling cost and increasing capabilities of information technology make it possible for more and more firms to practice targeted marketing. However, to be customer driven under this new paradigm, firms increasingly need—and should develop the capability—to evaluate profitability at the customer level to formulate their marketing strategies better. In this article, we develop a model of single-period customer profitability in the context of a supply chain. Applying the model to data from a large wholesaler/distributor, we demonstrate that individual customer purchasing behavior affects not only customer revenues but also customer service costs and profits.
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In the marketing literature, attempts to build customer profitability models have usually been in a direct marketing context (e.g., Berger and Nasr 1998; Mulhem 1999), in which customer profitability is evaluated solely on the transactions between the direct marketer and the customer. The focus of these studies has been primarily on direct marketing costs such as direct mailing costs, promotions, free samples, and so forth. In a supply chain, firms deal with customers, supplying products and services to them, and with vendors, acquiring products and services from them. The logistic and operation costs of buying, storing, and selling are typically as important as, if not more important than, direct marketing costs. We show that explicitly recognizing all these types of transactions from the perspective of an intermediary in a supply chain raises several interesting issues in modeling customer profitability as well as in the managerial uses of such a model. There are several dimensions of differences between direct marketing and supply chain contexts of customer profitability models. First, the purchasing, carrying, and shipment costs borne by the distributor generally vary across different products in a typical supply chain. Second, customer characteristics such as size, decentralization of purchasing, inventory holding and reorder policy, number of delivery locations, payment habits, and so forth have a significant effect on customer servicing costs. Third, the execution of orders and related costs are different depending on the type and size of order (i.e., normal or direct delivery [DD] shipment) in the supply chain. In summary, the costs of purchasing, inventory, order processing, delivery, and services are important and vary widely across customers in most supply chains, but these are usually not recognized in more traditional (i.e., direct marketing) contexts. In this article, we build a detailed activitybased cost model to understand the behavior of costs and profits associated with individual customers in a supply chain. In Figure 1, we sketch the flow of products and orders from the perspective of an intermediary in a supply chain for a typical packaged consumer good. The intermediary we focus on is a distributor in this chain (e.g., A in Figure 1) selling to other downstream intermediary firms (e.g., B or C in Figure 1, which are customers of A). Sales are made to the
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FIGURE 1 Transaction Flows in a Multiechelon Supply Chain
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Notes: In a three-echelon supply chain, we focus on customer profitability of the distributor, A. Its customers may be redistributors such as B or retail outlets such as C. In a normal delivery shipment, the distnbutor ships goods to its customers. Sometimes, a DD shipment may be arranged by Firm A, in which case, a manufacturer ships goods directly to Firm A's customers. customers and purchases are made from upstream suppliers (manufacturers in Figure 1). Products are delivered to Customers B or C either by Distributor A (termed normal shipment) or directly by an upstream supplier (termed DD shipment). Using activity-based costing (ABC) methodology (Kaplan and Cooper 1997), we develop cost pools and identify cost drivers for the flow of orders and products related to Distributor A.' We then combine a general revenue model with a general cost model to arrive at a profitability model at the individual customer level for the distributor. We analyze the impact of customer purchasing characteristics on service costs and subsequently on the profitability of Distributor A's customers in the supply chain. Not surprisingly, we find evidence that all customer dollars are not equal in their effect on the firm's net profits. Although sales volume remains an important indicator of profitability, differences in the cost of serving different customers play an equally important role in determining which customer is profitable and which is not. We find that many customers (32% of total) in our data, including some of the largest customers, are unprofitable. Our results also suggest that new distribution practices such as efficient consumer response (ECR; Kurt Salmon Associates Inc. 1993) could 'Horngren, Foster, and Datar (1997, pp. 28, 991) define a cost driver as "any factor that affects total costs." Therefore, a change in the value of a cost driver for an activity and/or customer will cause a change in the level of the total cost of that activity and/or customer. 2 / Journal of Marketing, July 2001



affect service costs and their distribution to various channel members in such a way that many profitable customers of a distributor may become unprofitable. Our contributions to the marketing literature are the following: We integrate the customer profitability literature in marketing with the latest developments in management accounting and develop a customer profitability model that includes a carefully developed cost model using ABC analysis. We do this in the context of a supply chain, taking into account both direct costs (those affected by customer behavior) and indirect costs (those incurred as a result of customers affecting the firm's pattern of interaction with its own suppliers). We also provide a blueprint for implementing customer profitability analysis in an important distribution channel setting that is prevalent in many industries. This blueprint could be adapted to a variety of business-to-business situations. We provide evidence of relationships among customer transaction characteristics and revenue, components of service cost, and measures of profitability. We also discuss the implications of our customer profitability model and findings for marketing strategies such as customer selection, menu-based pricing, and evaluating business practices. Finally, we discuss the managerial and broader business policy implications of more and more firms obtaining the capability of ascertaining the profitability at the individual customer level. The remainder of the article is organized as follows: In the next section, we present a brief review of the literature and position our article therein. Following this, we describe



interactions in multiechelon supply chains and then build a model of customer profitability. In the following section, we present the research site and illustrate the process of implementing our conceptual model. We then present both our analysis of factors that affect customer profitability and our empirical testing of the relationships posited previously. We conclude with implications, limitations, and a brief discussion of the future research directions.



costs will evolve in the future in addition to forecasting how long these relationships are likely to last. We provide a description of the two streams of literature related to the LTV concept next.



Background Blattberg and Deighton (1996) suggest that in this customercentric era, firms should focus on building and managing customer equity and not just brand equity. Customer equity is the sum of lifetime values (LTVs) of customers, where each customer's LTV is the sum of the properly discounted stream of net profits from the customer over the lifetime of the customer-firm relationship. When each customer's LTV can be computed, interesting possibilities open up. The firm can identify its best prospects and target the most profitable ones differently from the less profitable ones. Marketing, service, and other strategies aimed at customer acquisition or retention can be reevaluated on the basis of which strategy yields the richest pool of customers with high potential LTVs. Customers generally interact with a firm over multiple periods. Figure 2 (adapted from Wayland and Cole 1997) illustrates that to calculate the LTV of a customer, models of current period costs and revenues as well as future revenues and costs are required. We believe and subsequently illustrate that obtaining the current period costs and revenues at the customer level is not always straightforward. It is even more complex to estimate future revenues and costs, because metrics and models would be needed to help forecast how customers' current revenue streams and associated



Customer Profitabiiity Modeis The issue of customer profitability has attracted interest in both the management accounting and marketing literature. With the advent of activity-based costing in the 1990s, management accounting researchers have been interested in understanding the processes and factors that drive customer service costs and profitability and using this information for better management and control of customer services and related operations (Shields 1997). More recently, customer profitability measures have been used to investigate the impact of nonfinancial performance measures, such as customer satisfaction, on financial performance measures, such as revenues and customer profits (Foster and Gupta 1999) and firm value (Ittner and Larcker 1998). In the marketing literature, Berger and Nasr (1998) advance a series of models along with numerical examples that illustrate how to compute LTV in some typical situations. They focus on providing a "systematic theoretical taxonomy" of such models. However, they do not provide any empirical application of their customer profitability models, nor do they consider multiple dimensions of consumer heterogeneity. Using data from the Pharmaceuticals industry, Mulhern (1999) provides an application for evaluating current customer profitability as an input to computing LTV. Our work, though similar in spirit, is different from his in important ways. First, Mulhern's model is set in a specialized, direct-marketing-like context, whereas ours is set in a supply chain context. As explained previously, modeling the profitability of a customer in a supply chain involves



FIGURE 2 Customer Profitability Models and Customer LTV
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Notes: Adapted from Wayland and Cole 1997.
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carefully accounting for both upstream and downstream costs in the supply chain. Second, Mulhern's main focus is on showing heterogeneity in the effectiveness of a marketing program (what he calls "concentration"), whereas we focus on heterogeneity in customer characteristics in evaluating customer profitability. Finally, a major difference between Mulhern's study and ours lies in the details of revenue and costs we each consider. On the revenue side, Mulhern implicitly assumes constant gross margins by treating revenues from all products and all customers as having the same impact on the "top line." In contrast, we allow for the possibility of different gross margins across customers due to product as well as price differences (including price discounts). On the cost side, Mulhern considers only direct marketing costs such as salespeople's time, free samples, and direct mail expenditure. In contrast, we include not only the marketing costs but also the operations costs associated with servicing the customers. In addition, we take into account the indirect upstream costs induced by customers in the firm's dealings with its own suppliers.



Forecasting Models In the marketing literature, stochastic choice models have been advanced to predict the likelihood of future events based on past history. These models can be used to identify the likelihood of current customers being active in the future and to predict future revenue. Schmittlein, Morrison, and Colombo (1987) propose a purchase event-duration model to predict the probability that a customer will remain active and use this model to predict the future level of transactions. Schmittlein and Peterson (1994) apply the framework developed by Schmittlein, Morrison, and Colombo to an industrial purchasing context and extend it by incorporating the dollar volume of transactions in the forecasting model. Schmittlein and Peterson's model can answer questions such as how likely a customer is to be active, how much longer he or she is likely to continue being active, and how much he or she is expected to purchase. Reinartz and Kumar (1999) also build on Schmittlein, Morrison, and Colombo's methodology and, using data from a direct marketing context, forecast customer lifetime duration for noncontractual customer-firm relationships. They also provide an analysis of factors that affect the likelihood of a continued relationship using a proportional hazard model. This stream of articles provides us with methodologies and illustrations to forecast the future revenue potential of a customer (i.e.. Period [t + 1 ] and beyond in Figure 2). Forecasting the profit streams for customers' lifetime duration will be difficult if revenue or cost components cannot be correctly identified or measured even at their current levels. Also, different revenue and cost elements often interact with one another, and their future values can be affected differently by the firm's actions (e.g., adoption of new technology, targeted advertising and promotional policies). We believe that carefully identifying and quantifying the components of the revenues and costs for a given period will improve the forecasting of these elements over future periods or over the lifetime of customers. Our focus in this article is to advance a model to measure the current-period profitability of a customer.
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Customer Profitability Model In this section, we first describe the activities in a multiechelon supply chain, and then we develop a general model of current period customer profitability. Finally, we discuss how customer characteristics affect customer profitability.



Activities of the Firms in a Supply Chain To construct a model of current-period customer profitability for a firm that operates in a multiechelon supply chain, we start by describing the general supply chain shown in Figure I. Three generic echelons of firms are included in Figure 1. Our focus in developing the model is a distributor such as A in Figure 1. The model can be generalized to any other intermediary firm in a supply chain with any number of echelons. Although each echelon may consist of several (indeed, hundreds oO firms, in Figure 1, we show only the focal distributor among the distributors and representatives of other firms in the supply chain, provided that they have some buying or selling relationship with the distributor. Also, although each echelon may consist of many distinct firms, it is possible for a firm to own facilities in multiple echelons; for example, a firm may own a redistribution facility to serve several of its own retail outlets exclusively. We conceptualize the supply chain interactions as consisting of two fiows, the fiow of orders and the fiow of physical goods to fulfill these orders. As retail outlets such as C deplete their stocks by selling to final consumers, they initiate the ordering process. In general, these outlets place orders to a redistributor such as B (which may be owned by the retailers themselves), which in tum places orders to the distributor. The flows involving two firms in two adjacent echelons of the supply chain are termed "normal" in the model. However, in search of logistic efficiencies, it is not uncommon for firms to bypass one or more echelons in the supply chain. This is indicated in the figure as DD orders or shipments. For example, a retail outlet, C, may place orders directly to the distributor. Our model includes both normal and DD transactions insofar as Distributor A gets involved in at least one of the fiows. The orders may be consolidated (across items and/or customers) at each level and passed on to a higher level in the supply chain. The physical flow virtually mirrors the fiow of orders, except in certain DD shipments in which a shipment might skip one or more echelons and be sent directly to a customer's customer. The activities involved in maintaining the two fiows are sustained by certain support activities. These include warehousing, accounting, and administrative services such as those associated with selecting vendors, matching physical flows with orders, performing routine customer maintenance services, and so on. Finally, firms in each echelon also engage in varying degrees of marketing and sales activities.



Assigning Costs to Customers In building a detailed customer-specific cost model based on the principles of ABC, we must determine the portion of the distributor's activities that are attributable to its individual customers. For each customer, these levels of activities are multiplied by appropriate cost rates and then summed over all activities to arrive at the customer-level transaction or service costs. Activity levels are measured in terms of cost drivers. A cost rate is the cost of effort or resources needed to meet the demand of a specific activity (e.g., order pro-



cessing) measured for the associated cost driver (e.g., purchase order). To construct the cost model for the distributor, we start by briefly describing the set of activities for period t; in doing so, we use the following notations. In the model building, we focus on only one period, and therefore the subscript for period t is dropped for simplicity in the subsequent discussions:^ I = number of customers indexed by i; S = total number of items handled by the distributor, indexed by s; Nj = number of retail outlets for Customer i; mis = demand in number of units for Item s for each of the retail outlets of Customer i; kj - number of orders placed by Customer i; Dj - number of delivery locations for Customer i; SiN = the set of items Customer i receives as normal shipment from the distributor. A; SjD = the set of items Customer i receives as DD shipment from A's suppliers; Sjj - the set of all items bought by Customer i through the distributor; Pjs - net price per unit charged to Customer i for Item s; ks = number of orders placed by the distributor for Item s on its supplier; Ps = fraction of total normal demand the distributor maintains as inventory for Item s; Cj - cost of Item s to the distributor; and Volj = physical volume per unit of Item s (e.g., in cubic feet). Sales and direct marketing costs. The field sales force of the distributor spends time and other resources to carry out routine customer visits, generate and take orders, resolve order discrepancies, and so forth. All these are recurring tasks that are necessary to sustain the current business of the firm. Costs incurred in generating new accounts are not included here. The sales force's time allocation to customers is modeled as a function of the customer's size (total revenue) and the complexity of transactions (e.g., number of delivery locations, number of different items, order frequency). Let SFi through SF4 be the cost rates corresponding to each unit of these cost drivers—revenue, delivery locations, number of items, and order frequency, respectively. Allocation of these costs to Customer i can then be expressed as (1)



+ SFj X D |



SF, X



+ SF3



+ SF4 X



Order processing and order fulfillment costs. To compute the costs for processing orders received from customers, assume that Customer i raises kj purchase orders to



^Additional detailed descriptions of the cost-allocation expressions are available from the authors in a separate appendix.



the distributor in the period. Let the cost rate per purchase order be OR. Therefore, the order processing cost attributable to Customer i is given by OR X



(2)



The distributor also incurs costs for shipping orders to customers and accounts receivable. The total k; customer orders translate into kj normal shipments made to Customer i in a period. Let HSi be the transaction-level handling cost rate corresponding to activities such as locating the order, scanning the items, checking for accuracy, and so forth. Furthermore, let HS2 be the unit-level handling cost rate, representing activities such as moving and loading ordered units. In addition, there are paperwork costs (e.g., accounts receivable, shipment papers) for each order. We denote this orderprocessing paperwork cost rate by AR. Another orderprocessing cost is incurred when the distributor fills a part of a customer's order by arranging a DD shipment directly from its suppliers to the customer. If this order-processing paperwork cost rate is denoted by DR, the expression for this portion of the transaction costs is (3)



HS, X



+ HS2 X



X N | + AR X



+ DRx



Purchase and warehousing costs. Costs for vendor maintenance arise because the distributor must maintain suppliers for all the items it sells. For each item, it incurs costs for identifying suppliers, negotiating rates for the items, and maintaining supplier accounts. We denote the vendor maintenance cost rate per item by VM. Each customer i is allocated a share of this item-specific cost in proportion to its unit share for the item. This is given by the following expression:



(4)



VM X



Raising purchase orders to suppliers is another cost to the distributor. It purchases items from its suppliers (manufacturers) on the basis of a consolidated pattern of its customers' purchase orders. We assume that there is an item-specific order frequency (kJ for normal orders, that is, orders that the distributor places to its suppliers for delivery to its own warehouse. Let 01 be the cost rate for each purchase order. A share of purchasing costs for normal orders is allocated to the customer in proportion to its unit share of the normally shipped units of the item. Also note that each item being filled as DD shipment results in a separate order being placed to the relevant supplier for delivery to the relevant customer. Combining these two components, purchasing costs allocated to Customer i are given as
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(5)



Ol X s:seS iN



The distributor incurs costs for receiving shipments from manufacturers and accounts payable. Goods supplied through normal orders are received and stored at the distributor's warehouse first and then shipped at the customers' demand. Let HR| be the transaction-level handling cost rate for activities such as receiving the order and checking for accuracy. Furthermore, let HR2 be the unit-level handling cost rate, incorporating activities such as physically moving and unloading items. In addition, each shipment received by the distributor (for normal shipments) or directly by its customers (for DD shipments) generates paperwork costs (e.g., accounts payable) at the rate of, say, AP per shipment. Allocation of these costs to individual customers again is made in proportion to the customer's unit share of relevant items as follows:



(6)



and other marketing activities aimed at building the brand name or awareness among current and future consumers. Because long-term costs are essentially investments and cannot be attributed to a single-period cost or profit of a customer, they are excluded from our single-period profitability model and subsequent empirical analysis. To the extent that these long-term costs also provide current-period benefits, our model underestimates customer-specific service costs and overestimates profitability for the period. Current Profitability of Customers To complete the customer profitability model, we need to specify the total revenue and cost of goods sold components at the individual customer level. Total revenue from Customer i for a period is given by (9) In this general formulation for revenue, the price (net of discounts or premia) for the same item is allowed to differ across customers. Discounts/premia include any volume discounts, credit discounts, special charges, and special markdowns. The cost of the goods sold for Customer i is given by (10)



HR, X



CGSj = s:s€S iT



Equation 9 minus Equation 10 is the gross profit for the distributor from Customer i:



HR2X



X N,



+ AP X



i - CGSj.



(11)



s:s€S iN



Explicitly incorporating various upstream and downstream transaction costs, as discussed in the previous subsection in computing customer profits, we now can express the current-period profits for Customer i as



s:seS:K



To compute warehousing space and capital cost, let ST be the per-unit volume cost of space and let HO be the cost of working capital per dollar of inventory for the distributor. Letting Pg be the average inventory fraction for Item s, the expression for Customer i's share of warehousing cost comes to (7)



ST X



Customer service costs and therefore profitability of customers differ in a complicated manner depending on characteristics such as order frequency, number of items, volume and degree of customization of purchase mix, and so forth. In general, customer service costs will neither be the same across customers nor be merely proportional to units sold or to sales revenue. To put customer profitability in the context of the overall LTV model, we can express the LTV of Customer i as



V0I3 X



(13)



HOx



jj X



These cost components together result in the current-period service cost for Customer i of the distributor. Therefore, we define the customer service costs for Customer i as (8)



i = V Equations (1) to (7).



Investments. Each period, the distributor also incurs costs that have long-term implications, such as new customer acquisition costs and the cost of certain advertising 6 / Journal of i\/larketing, Juiy 2001



LTV: =



CP



- present value of investments '"'it (1 + r)' t=0 made for Customer i.



where r is the discount rate, CPjt is the customer profits associated with Customer i for Period t, and T is the relevant time horizon. Trade-Offs and Interaction Among Customer Characteristics Various factors influencing the customer profitability in our model can be categorized as volume, price/gross margin, complexity factors, and efficiency factors (see Figure 3). We discuss these factors next.



FIGURE 3 Factors Influencing Customer Profitability
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Volume Volume. As mentioned in our model, some costs vary with unit volumes, others vary with transactions (e.g., number of shipments), and yet others vary with transaction entity (e.g., customer or supplier). Transaction- or entity-level costs do not vary directly with volume; however, ceteris paribus, higher volume implies spreading these costs over more units. Therefore, customer sales volume usually has a positive association with total service costs as well as with customer profit margins. Price/gross margins. Our revenue expression in Equation 9 allows for different prices to be charged for the same item to different customers. A common reason for this price differential is the traditional practice of offering volumebased discounts, which results in a lower gross margin for high volume customers. Firms may also try to compensate for high service costs imposed by certain customers by charging a higher price to them than to other customers. To the extent that price differentials successfully adjust for service cost differentials across customers, gross margins are likely to be positively (negatively) associated with factors that increase (decrease) service costs. Finally, price differentials may be offered for competitive reasons, long-term growth prospects, and so forth. Analysis of such strategic pricing schemes is beyond the scope of this article. Product mix also plays a role in determining customer-level gross margins, because certain items may inherently command a higher gross margin than others. Overall, higher gross margins are expected to be positively related to customer profits but may be moderated by higher service costs. Complexity factors. Complexity factors refer to customer characteristics other than sales volume (e.g., number of orders, number of items, degree of product mix customization, number of delivery locations) that drive resources to fulfill customers' orders. Ceteris paribus, these complexity factors are expected to result in higher customer service costs and lower customer profits. Efficiency factors. Efficiency factors refer to customerspecific factors that lead to cost savings, such as a larger proportion of orders filled as DD shipments from manufac-



turers. Recall that each DD shipment may require more effort in terms of order processing and paperwork but less physical handling and storage, because the goods need not come to the distributor's warehouse. Quite opposite to high complexity factors, a higher level of efficiency factors is expected to generate lower customer service costs and higher customer profits. In addition to the direct effects of these four factors on customer profitability, there are indirect effects due to interactions among these characteristics. For example, higher volume generates scale economies but also may result in higher price discounts. Higher complexity factors increase costs but may also provide opportunities for premium pricing. We provide a more extended discussion of such interactions in our empirical analysis.



Data and Implenientation of the Customer Profitability Model In this section, we apply the general customer profitability model developed previously to the data from our field site. The data for our empirical study were made available by a wholesaler/distributor (name withheld for confidentiality) with more than 50 distribution centers that supply to several thousand grocery and other retailer customers nationwide. The data pertain to one of its regional distribution center operations. Each distribution center is a decentralized unit responsible for its purchase and selling operations and associated costs and profits. Our research site buys from hundreds of suppliers and serves more than 650 customers of various sizes scattered throughout a multistate region surrounding the warehouse. The activities and issues of this site are broadly representative of the supply chain interactions of many packaged consumer goods distributors. We use monthly transaction data that contain the distributor's purchasing, selling, and warehousing activities for a period of one year. Our customer profitability model allocates all costs associated with these activities to customers each period. Discussions with management determined that no unused capacities existed at our site; therefore, we chose Customer Profitability in a Supply Chain / 7



to allocate all local costs, except the allocated head office costs, to customers, because all of these costs are spent each period to serve the existing customers. We did not include any one-time-only costs, such as customer acquisition costs, because (1) data on these costs were not available and (2) these costs provide benefits over the lifetime of customer and not merely in the current period. We also did not include any corporate-level overhead and general marketing and advertising costs, because these cannot be associated with individual customers. The costs of relevant activities or cost pools were obtained from the company's internal accounting documents. Extensive interviews with activity managers and facility managers were used to establish the validity and accuracy of cost rates. Finally, the allocated costs were reconciled with the overall accounting statements of the distributor. The supplier- and customer-specific activity information was obtained from data files detailing the distributor's purchase and sales activities. We used information from these complementary sources to identify revenues and costs to be allocated to each customer, according to the model detailed in the previous section, for a period of 12 months. A schematic describing the process of arriving at customer profitability from the information sources is given in Figure 4. Distribution statistics for the 6764 different items the distributor purchases and sells are presented in Part A of Table I. There is substantial heterogeneity in quantities, the number of purchases, and the average size of purchase orders across items (stockkeeping units [SKUs]), resulting



in wide variations in the per-unit rates for the upstream supply chain costs (purchasing and warehousing). Upstream costs vary from $.005 to $102 per unit, with a median of $1.77 across SKUs. These large differences in upstream cost per item unit also translate into wide variations in upstream costs for individual customers. This can be seen from Part C in Table 1, in which purchasing and warehousing costs vary between .56% and 241% of sales dollars across customers, with a mean of 2.62%. In Parts B and C of Table 1, we present a descriptive profile of the distributor's customer base. In Part B, we present the mean, the median, and the range for some of the customer characteristics used in our profitability model. There is substantial heterogeneity among customers along each of these characteristics. For example, the number of items ordered varies between 1 and 1652, and the dollar value per order varies between $2.5 and $7,945. Part C of the table provides the distribution of a revenue dollar across various cost and profitability measures. As a percentage of total sales revenue, purchase and warehousing costs total approximately 2.62%, order fulfillment and other sales-end costs total another 2.23%, and sales and direct marketing costs add up to approximately 2.52%. Individually and together (approximately 7.37%), these three components of service costs are substantial relative to the net profit margin of approximately 8.46% for the distributor. At the individual customer level, the service costs vary from 3.6% to 306.5% of revenues, and customer profitability varies from -251.7% to 59.6% of sales revenue. In addition to the distribution for the entire cus-



FIGURE 4 Linking Information Sources to Arrive at Customer Profitability



Purchase Activity Details for Each Item from the Purchase File Total units purchased/received Break-up of purchases: normal and DD Number of purchase orders placed and shipments received Inventory holding in units, value, and volume Net cost of goods sold Allocate costs to items and construct unit rates for items



Managerial Inputs and Cost ^Estimates for Purchase Activities^



Sales Activity Details for Each Customer from the Sales File Revenue and purchase cost of goods sold for customers



Allocate sales and support costs to customers I. Add item unit information for customers and allocate purchase and warehousing costs to customers.



2. Allocate sales and marketing, order fulfillment, and other sales-end costs to customers. General purchasing and vendor maintenance\ Order consolidations and purchase management Shipments receiving at warehouse Inbound material handling Accounts payable Inventory holding: space and capital costs
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Number of orders placed Number of units purchased for each item Delivery location information Number of units per order across items Net dollar amounts of invoices



Managerial Inputs and Cost Estimates for Sales Activities Order receiving and processing ' Outbound shipment management Outbound physical handling • Accounts receivable General sales management and customer service Marketing and sales



TABLE 1 Descriptive Statistics: Items and Customers A: Itenfi Activity Profile (6764 Items) Item



Mean



Median



Range



Quantity in units Number of total purchases Quantity (units) per purchase Percentage of units DD shipped Unit upstream costs in dollars



678.9 11.6 120.5 24.0 .5



50 3 10.5 0 1.8



1-134,000 1-651 1-44,667 0-100 .005-102



Mean



Median



Range



B: Customer Activity Profile (658 Customers) Item



147 17



5990.4 683.1 6.3 24.5 49.0 24.4 249.8



Total units purchased Number of orders placed Number of different delivery locations DD shipments as percentage of total units^ Number of different items ordered Special item units as percentage of totals Dollar value per order



1 7.9 8



8.0 97.6



1-757,252 1-107,158 1-374 0-100 1-1652 0-100 2.5-7945



C: Customer Profitability Profile (658 Customers)



Item Net revenue Cost of goods sold Gross profit'' Purchase and warehousing costs Order processing and fulfillment costs Sales and direct marketing costs Total service costs'^ Net customer profits^



All Customers (%)



Median Customer 329 (%)



Median Customer 330 (%)



Range (%)



100 84.17 15.83 2.62 2.23 2.52 7.37 8.46



100 67.09 32.91 2.73 .70 3.45 6.88 26.03



100 81.86 18.14 4.67 3.91 3.59 12.18 5.96



100-100 26.2-97.6 2.4-73.8 .56-241.2 .3-89.2 1.8-231.4 3.6-306.5 -251.7-59.6



aMean and median are reported for customers for which item is nonzero. ^Computed as net revenue minus cost of goods sold. ^Computed as the sum of purchase and warehousing costs, order processing and fulfillment costs, and sales and direct marketing costs. 


tomer base, we present the distribution for two median customers (customers ranked 329 and 330 on sales revenue). The dramatically different cost and margin numbers for these two essentially similar-sized customers highlight the importance of not relying solely on sales revenue.



Linking Customer Characteristics with Customer Profitability Volume and Price/Margin Customer size, or total revenue, is an important determinant of profitability. In our data, the top 2% of customers by sales revenue account for approximately 80% of revenues and net profits and 70% of total service costs. This ratio can be considered an extreme form of the celebrated 80/20 rule. At the same time, as many as 214 (32% of total) customers are found to be unprofitable, according to our model. The Schultz coefficient of 86.5 and modified Gini coefficient of .49 also represent the same extremely concentrated distribu-



tion of profits across customers.^ Substantial variation in profitability exists at all levels of revenue, including at the very top. In Table 2, we present summary statistics for customers, which are organized into 12 groups by revenue. The first group consists of 13 very large (top 2%) customers with revenue in excess of $1 million each. The last group consists of 82 very small customers with annual revenues less than $100. This group consists of atypical, occasional walk-up customers and will be excluded from further analysis because it is insignificant by any criteria. The top group is important enough to warrant a closer examination, which we provide subsequently. The remaining 563 customers are arranged by their sales revenue into ten portfolios (marked 1 through 10 in Table 2) of approximately 56 customers each. As is shown in Table 2, the average gross margins and service costs percentages monotonically increase with size. 3For a definition of these concentration indicators, see Mulhern (1999).
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TABLE 2 Descriptive Statistics for Size Portfolio of Customers (Ranked by Sales Revenues) Mean Values Share of Total Sales (%)



Gross Profit Margin Percentage



Very large



78.54



15.12



7.02



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10



14.28 3.54 1.78 .91 .47 .24 .13 .06 .03 .01



17.63 21.10 20.47 21.57 25.61 25.54 29.60 31.77 38.82 40.44 42.21



Group



Very small



.006



Service Cost as Percentage of Sales



Gross Profit Margin Percentage



Service Cost as Percentage of Sales



Net Profit Margin Percentage



8.10



10.03-18.70



4.10-15.48



-1.53-12.45



9.80 12.25 13.69 15.52 16.28 15.99 17.69 29.85 37.13 61.14



7.83 8.86 6.78 6.06 9.34 9.55 11.91 1.92 1.69 -20.70



5.45-33.31 9.00-54.07 11.44-64.14 2.36-48.85 9.97-52.31 2.35-61.20 10.00-62.14 3.54-70.14 11.52-68.12 5.52-71.04



4.75-25.71 3.61-37.12 4.54-56.39 4.46-71.95 5.28-72.03 5.10-51.53 7.76-52.43 10.04-264.94 16.84-111.97 29.20-193.80



-2.19-26.32 -10.59-50.46 -25.58-59.59 -53.87-33.44 -35.68-38.96 -31.60-53.02 -30.50-54.39 -243.77-58.87 -79.76-46.73 -161.92-39.10



138.73



-96.54



5.00-73.81



53.12-306.54



-251.70-3.92



The monotonic behavior of costs is primarily due to the volume effect. At lower total sales, there are fewer units to absorb transaction-level and transaction entity-level costs, which makes the costs higher as a percentage of revenue. The distributor appears to compensate partially for higher service costs through higher prices at a lower volume level, as reflected in higher gross margins from smaller customers. The small customers are likely to be price takers, and typically in this situation a high profit margin net of service costs could be expected from these customers. Management at the field site, though intuitively aware of the high service costs of these customers, nevertheless appears to underestimate these costs and fails to recover them in price, which results in many unprofitable small customers. The existence of unprofitable customers in each of the ten portfolios indicates that management does not have a good appreciation of the nature or the magnitude of costs associated with individual service activities or customers. In Table 3, we present detailed descriptive profiles for each of the 13 very large customers to illustrate that large variation in profitability exists even among this elite group of customers. The 13 customers in this group are ranked in decreasing order of sales revenue. The gross margin varies between 10 and 18.7%. Service cost percentage varies between 4.1 and 15.5%, and the net profit margin varies between -1.5 and 12.5%. There does not appear to be any specific relation among sales revenue, gross margin, and service costs in this group. Some large customers (e.g.. Customer 13) have a relatively high gross margin and low service costs, whereas some others (e.g.. Customer 6) have a relatively high gross margin and high service costs. Although other reasons, including competitive and strategic factors or a short-term revenue focus of the sales force, cannot be ruled out, to the extent that the pricing policy is distorted by misestimation of service costs, there is a need for a better understanding of costs. For example, our discussions with company management revealed that the less profitable among these large customers (Customers 6 and 11)
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Range Net Profit Margin Percentage



have recently shifted to ECR. And even though management tried to mark the effective prices for these customers up, it failed to compensate sufficiently for the true increase in the cost of servicing these customers because of incomplete and inaccurate knowledge of customer-specific service costs.



Complexity and Efficiency Factors We use the following three multiple regression models to analyze the effects of the customer characteristics that represent volume, complexity, and efficiency factors:'* (14)



[gross profits/service costs/customer profits] = /(sales revenue, number of orders, number of delivery locations, DD shipment units, number of different items, special item units).



Because customers differ in size by several orders of magnitude, heteroskedasticity is a concern in these regression models, and a White's general test confirms that. To correct for heteroskedasticity, we adopt a weighted least square procedure and divide both sides of our regression equations by the sales revenue variable (Greene 1999). This essentially converts the left-hand measures to respective margins (percentage of sales revenue). The intercept now represents the effect of sales revenue (volume factor) on these margins. Regression results are reported in Table 4.5 The gross profit results in Table 4 demonstrate the distributor's success in adjusting prices (or margins) in response to customer characteristics. The service cost results highlight the impact of customer-specific complexity and efficiency factors on service costs. Note that an increase in the magnitude of complexity factors or a drop in the ''Other customer-specific complexity and efficiency factors are essentially variations or functional combinations of these primary factors and therefore are not included in the regression models. ^The reported results are for a customer base that includes large customers but excludes the 82 very small customers. Qualitatively similar results were obtained with or without including the very large customers in the sample.
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TABLE 4 Effect of Volume, Complexity, and Efficiency Factors on Gross Profit, Service Costs, and Net Customer Profits



Gross profit (Adjusted R2 = .22) Total service cost (Adjusted R2 = .66) Net customer profit (Adjusted R2 = .29)



Intercept



Number of Orders



Number of Delivery Locations



DD Shipment Units



Number of Different Items Ordered



Special Item Units



.22* (.01) .05* (01) .17* (.01)



.05 (.85) 6.66* (.89) -6.62* (1.29)



27.70* (3.15) 5.87* (3.30) -23.17* (4.80)



.40 (.47) -2.33* (.49) 2.74* (.72)



.96 (1.21) .82 (1.26) .14 (1.84)



-.39 (.47) 2.50* (.49) -2.90* (.72)



"Significant at the p < .01 level (two-tailed test). Notes: Number of observations = 576; standard errors for the estimated parameters are given in parentheses.



efficiency factor is not necessarily bad for the distributor if it is counterbalanced by increased sales or increased margins. The net customer profit results provide this net effect of customer characteristics on the distributor's bottom line. Except for the number of delivery locations, none of the other complexity or efficiency factors has any significant impact on gross margins. As noted previously, there are not any significant systematic and proportional adjustments in prices in response to most of the customer-specific complexity and efficiency factors. However, we find that these factors have a significant effect on service costs and consequently on net profit margins. Factors resulting in higher complexity (number of orders, number of delivery locations, and special item units) are significantly more costly and have a negative profit impact, whereas factors promoting efficiency (direct delivery units) significantly reduce costs and improve profit. An exception is the number of different items ordered (SKUs). It is not simply more SKUs (which could be common across customers) but a customer-specific (special) SKU that imposes significant additional costs on the distributor. The net cost effect of complexity and efficiency factors in our data dominates their revenue or price effect. Note that an increase in the number of orders and delivery locations, as well as a decrease in direct delivery units, has a negative impact on net profits. Such changes in the complexity and efficiency factors are typical under an ECR program. Our results show that unless there is a sufficient recovery of increased service costs through volume or prices, such marketing and supply chain innovations may not be as beneficial as is predicted in much of the practitioner literature. Similarly, special items, often considered a source of additional revenues and higher margins, are not so in our data. Salespeople under pressure to bring in revenues often pick up special item orders at prices that do not fully reflect increased service costs. Our results convey that the management and sales force at our field site, and in general, need to be selective in providing services and careful in encouraging specific customer behavior, because many such behaviors could be money-losing propositions in the absence of a proper understanding of their benefits and costs. Sensitivity Anatysis In this subsection, we compare results from our model with alternative models of customer profitability. Our first bench-
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mark model (BASE) is the traditional method of evaluating customer profitability, which assumes that all sales, service, and supply chain costs are proportional to revenues and allocates these costs to customers as a constant percentage of sales revenue. Under this approach, a customer is profitable as long as its gross margin is greater than the distributor's overall service cost margin. The second benchmark model (MULH) is based on the customer profitability model proposed by Mulhern (1999). This model identifies direct marketing and promotion costs specific to individual customers. However, this model does not identify or allocate costs related to procurement, warehousing, order processing, and other supply chain operations to individual customers. Notice that in our data, these supply chain costs account for approximately two-thirds of the total customer service costs that would be excluded under the MULH model. In Table 5, we present the average net customer profit margin for each of the ten customer portfolios discussed previously. To facilitate comparison, we also provide the gross and net profit margin under our model in Table 5. The portfolio means for net profit margins for both the BASE and the MULH models are all higher compared with those under our model. Indeed, smaller customers (in Portfolio 10) appear to be quite profitable under both these models. Only 6 customers are unprofitable under the BASE model, and 102 customers are unprofitable under the MULH model, compared with 214 in our proposed model. The higher profitability under the MULH model is primarily due to supply chain costs being excluded. Although the BASE model allocates all costs to customers, it does so at a rate proportional to revenue instead of using any customer-specific allocations. A small customer with few revenue dollars receives a proportionately small allocation of service costs and therefore appears to be more profitable than it does in our proposed model. The overall average service cost margin is 7.37% in our data, and that is exactly the difference between gross margins and net margin under the BASE model for each of the ten customer portfolios. To test the sensitivity of our results to the variable or fixed nature of costs, we constructed another model (REDC) by excluding all costs that are relatively fixed, those that may represent long-term commitment, and those that may have long-term benefits. These costs include warehousing costs, facility-level management costs, customer service costs, and approximately 30% of sales force costs. Taken together, these excluded costs represent approximately 26%



TABLE 5 Model Comparisons and Sensitivity Analysis A : Portfolio Means for Net Profit Margins Under Alternative Models



Portfolio Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10



Net Profit Margin Percentage



Gross Profit Margin Percentage



Our Model



BASE



MULH



REDC



17.63 21.10 20.47 21.57 25.61 25.54 29.60 31.77 38.82 40.44



7.83 8.86 6.78 6.06 9.34 9.55 11.91 1.92 1.69 -20.70



10.26 13.73 13.10 14.20 18.24 18.17 22.23 24.40 31.45 33.07



15.07 17.90 17.04 17.14 21.17 20.88 24.04 23.15 22.50 11.29



10.48 11.80 9.70 9.39 12.71 12.46 15.00 9.99 6.36 -16.40



102



180



Number of unprofitable customers



214



B: Customer Net Profitability Regressions



Intercept



Number of Orders



Number of Delivery Locations



DD Shipment Units



Our Model (Adjusted R2 = .29)



.17* (.01)



-6.62* (1.29)



-23.17* (4.80)



2.74* (.72)



.14 (1.84)



-2.90* (.72)



BASE (Adjusted R2 = .22)



.22* (.01)



.05 (.85)



27.70* (3.15)



.40 (.47)



.96 (1.21)



-.39 (.47)



MULH (Adjusted R2 = .03)



.20* (•01)



-.50 (.86)



-9.08* (3.19)



.46 (.48)



.98 (1.22)



-.54 (.48)



REDC (Adjusted R2 = .27)



.18* (01)



-4.49 (1.14)



-28.31* (4.23)



2.72* (.63)



.86 (1.61)



-2.81* (.62)



Number of Different Items Ordered



Special Item Units



*Significant at the p < .01 level (two-tailed test). Notes: Number of observations = 576; standard errors for the estimated parameters are given in parentheses.



of our original total costs. Recall that in our model we have already excluded fixed costs and costs that cannot be identified to individual customers, namely, corporate overhead costs, corporate-level marketing costs, and any customer acquisition costs. Results from this reduced-cost model are given in Table 5. Under the REDC model, 180 customers remain unprofitable. The net profit margins across portfolios follow largely the same patterns as in our proposed model, albeit at higher profit levels. In Part B of Table 5, we present net profit margin regression results for these three alternative profitability models. For the sake of comparison, the net profit regression results from Table 4 are also replicated in Table 5, Part B. The results for the REDC model are qualitatively similar to those for our model. The results for the BASE model are the same as those for the gross profit margin regression in Table 4, because the net profit margin under this model is simply gross profit margin minus a constant service cost margin for each customer. The net profit margin results under the MULH model are similar to those for the BASE model. Both show no significant association with customer characteristics except in the number of delivery locations (also a driver of sales costs) because of the exclusion of most of the



supply chain costs in this model. Overall, our customer profitability analysis results are significantly different from the existing customer profitability models in the literature and clearly show the linkages between customer characteristics and profitability. Moreover, our results do not appear to be qualitatively sensitive to including relatively fixed costs in the computation of customer profitability.



Conclusion In this article, we examine the drivers of current customer profitability in a supply chain for a large distributor with a heterogeneous client base. We integrate the marketing literature with the latest developments from the management accounting literature and provide evidence on the drivers of customer profitability. We find that, on the one hand, a small percentage of customers contributes to a large percentage of total profits, and on the other hand, a substantial percentage of customers is unprofitable, which further supports prior claims of a similar nature (Hallberg 1995; Mulhern 1999; Peppers and Rogers 1993). We document that many customer purchase characteristics can have opposing effects on the gross margin and service costs, which leads us to conCustomer Profitability in a Supply Chain /13



elude that simply focusing on customer revenue as a driver of profitability could be misleading. A natural follow-up to our study is the question, "How should a firm better manage its customers' profitability?" A customer profitability analysis is primarily aimed at determining what a firm is currently doing and does not indicate per se what a firm should do with respect to managing its customers for better profitability. The ability to conduct the profitability analysis at the individual level, however, makes it possible to make many decisions in a more informed way with a better awareness of the trade-offs involved. Next, we provide some guidelines to managers for how to use the information generated by a customer profitability analysis. We also discuss the implications of industrywide adoption of customer profitability models. Implications Customer selection strategies. A blanket approach to drop customers on the basis of current-period profitability is not appropriate. One argument for keeping some unprofitable customers is based on treating them as marginal customers. The marginal cost of doing business for such customers would be less than the full cost we arrive at using ABC analysis. The firm serves these marginal customers, so the argument goes, by using surplus capacity. However, if there is indeed surplus capacity for all customer service activities, then to the extent it is possible, profits could be increased more by shedding some of the surplus capacity than by using it to serve customers that are not justified under full costing. A customer profitability analysis, as advocated in this article, could serve as a first step in identifying where to maintain/divest capacity to manage the profitability of the marginal customers. A proper decision to acquire or retain customers requires the linking of the two elements of the LTV analysis—present profitability and future profit potential. The future potential should be calculated by a joint assessment of the possibility to induce favorable behavior in terms of service characteristics, forecasted revenue, and expected lifetime duration. Consider the customer classification scheme in Figure 5. Customers in Cell 4 are probably the ones ripe to be divested as a group, whereas customers in Cell 3 are the best and need to be nurtured the most. Customers in Cells 1, 2, and 5 should be steered to more favorable characteristics



FIGURE 5 A Scheme of Customer Classification
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and greater profits. Customers in Cell 6 are the cash cows, the backbone of a firm's profitability, if not its growth. Customer relationship management. Adoption of information technology-based initiatives and methodologies such as customer profitability analysis enables firms to collect much more customer-specific data, both on their preferences and their transaction patterns. This extensive customer-specific information could oifer firms not only better targeting of products and prices but also a better understanding of customer service costs and therefore customer profitability. This ability has important strategic implications as well as broader business policy implications. Among the strategic implications, an interesting issue is the strategic effect of competition on firms' incentives to build customer-specific profitability models. Assume, for example, that firms are asymmetric in their sizes and therefore in their sales volumes or market shares, and further assume that market share is correlated with the share of the loyal customers. It then follows that large firms typically have higher absolute incentives to analyze their customer base to identify the most profitable customers and implement customer relationship management strategies to retain these. The reason is that if these customers are profitable and can be retained through nonprice initiatives, then the firm has effectively isolated the most profitable ones from ruinous price competition (Brooks 1999). Because a larger firm faces a higher opportunity cost in a price competition, it has a higher incentive to take customer relationship management initiatives. Another example of a strategic effect follows from the possibility of "mistargeting." In a recent article, Chen, Narasimhan, and Zhang (2001) show that when individual targeting is feasible but imperfect, improvement in targeting can often lead to a win-win situation. As a firm becomes better at identifying its own customers, it can achieve a benevolent advantage on its competitors. Because such targeting efforts are predicated on analysis of customer-level data and the profitability of customers, we speculate that understanding customer-level profitability can lead to better targeting and therefore create win-win situations. Understanding customer-specific service costs in detail would help a distributor understand how the same transactions may also affect costs at the customer's end. This creates an opportunity to eliminate transactions that may not add value to a supply chain and to reengineer the process for symbiotic gains among the supply chain partners rather than continue the typical adversarial relationships between a supplier and its customers. As a manager of Owens & Minor Inc. noted after implementing a pricing scheme based on customer profitability analysis. Our relationship has changed from adversarial to a close partnership with parties working together to identify, reduce and eliminate non-value-added activities. Both our firm and its customers have a vested interest in reducing expenses. When customers understand this, they are no longer focused on negotiating a lower fee. (Brem and Narayanan 2000, p. 3) Among the broader issues, an important one involves how to ensure that the information about customers is used effectively. For example, a firm must design control mechanism and incentive systems that restrict managers, who may



take a myopic view of short-term gains, from dropping customers that are unprofitable in the short run. Firms considering dropping certain customers may also face the problems of how to explain the rationale behind their actions to the customers being dropped and whether it is their responsibility to refer the customers to an alternative supplier (Bruns and Harmeling 1998). From an ethical point of view, how to use the information fairly is another business policy issue. For example, should companies be allowed to cherrypick only profitable customers and drop services to those who need it most? The issue is especially sensitive and has serious welfare implications in industries such as health care, insurance, and even banking and financial services (Gasparino 1999). Pricing policies. In many situations, a preferred way to deal with unprofitable customers is to change their incentives and prices by adopting a policy of service-based or menubased pricing so that they become profitable. In a survey of managers in the United Kingdom, the most important use of customer profitability analysis was found to be for pricing policies (Innes and Mitchell 1995). Explicit discounts/surcharges linked to service requirements and costs can be used as tools to implement such pricing. Several financial institutions such as banks now regularly price their services in great detail. Knowing the costs better is not a sufficient reason for a firm to adopt service-based pricing, especially in the presence of strategic or competitive forces. Besides, a price discrimination policy, even if it is based on services provided, could make a firm vulnerable to price-gouging charges. Also, charges of a more serious nature may arise if a demographic or otherwise sensitive group perceives such policies to be selective discrimination. Evaluating business practices. Analysis of customer service costs and profitability permits a reevaluation of business processes and practices. For example, the distributor in our study engaged in many business initiatives, such as implementing ECR for selected clients, servicing small walk-up customers, adopting electronic data interchange technology, and so on. The managers of our research site believed that imposing an additional constant markup would be sufficient to compensate for the increased costs of implementing ECR for certain customers. As discussed in the previous section, our analysis demonstrated that the profitability of these customers deteriorated under ECR and they were being subsidized by the non-ECR customers. The firm has since revised its pricing and marketing program for ECR. In case of very small customers, it could be beneficial for the distributor to encourage them to become its customers' customers. Our analysis also demonstrates that rationalizing the product line and the assortment carried could lead to cost savings more than enough to compensate for the forgone revenue. Another aspect of streamlining business practices relates to aligning the internal incentive structure of the firm, particularly the sales force incentives. When the sales force is partly compensated on the basis of sales revenue, it might adopt practices such as excessive price discounts or customized products or services (special items) for small revenue increases. A better understanding of costs and profits could help management and salespeople be more selective in pursuing additional revenue or offering special services.



Implications in an e-commerce world. As the recent turmoil in the business-to-consumer dot-com world indicates, selecting and retaining the right customer base is critical to the survival of firms, and wrong investments in this regard can lead to dire consequences. Indeed, capital markets have started to take keen interest in the viability and economics of the customer base of companies, and it is not uncommon to have major market reactions in response to news related to changes in customer bases (Schonfeld 2(XX)). Still, there are no specific regulations that require companies to disclose much about their customer base. To the extent that customer equity has become a large part of firm value, it might be important for regulators to require companies to disclose changes in the distribution of their customer profitability profiles over time. This is a potential opportunity for disclosure policy researchers. New Internet- and e-commerce-based business models are geared to alter the nature of transactions in existing models of supply chains. Although the economics of these models remain untested, they promise to reduce costs and change customer profits in supply chains. One interesting avenue for further research would be to investigate how the nature of customer service costs changes under the new technology and the implications such changes have for the profitability and LTV of customers. Limitations and Directions for Further Research Our model and analysis in this article are based on three simplifying assumptions that need to be considered in general applications of our results. Although these assumptions may be perceived as limiting the generalizability of our results, they also provide rich opportunities for further research in this area. First, following the general accounting convention of allocating costs, we assumed linearity of the cost components with respect to their respective cost drivers. It is conceivable that this relationship may not be linear for certain cost drivers, for example, fulfillment costs that increase at an increasing rate with the number of customized products. Warehousing and storage costs might increase in a stepwise fashion or show an increase at a decreasing rate. To determine the exact nature of the relationship, a researcher can either undertake more detailed industrial engineering-type time and motion studies or elicit and rely on expert opinions about each cost driver (Horngren, Foster, and Datar 1997). Even though we did not go into that level of detail, we point out that by breaking up the total service cost in more than a dozen different activity-based components, the costs are already nonlinear in both total quantity purchased and revenue dollars. Opportunities exist for future researchers to improve the understanding of the behavior of customer service costs and other drivers. The second simplifying assumption involves taking all the demand and service parameters to be deterministic. Put differently, our analysis is based on total behavior only and ignores the variances in activities and their drivers over time for any given customer. Future researchers could develop richer models to explore how stochasticity in the level of transactions affects customer service costs to maintain the same service level (e.g., by affecting safety inventory). The third assumption pertains to the existence of demand-side factors that are outside our analysis. These include selecting customers for reasons such as externalities
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among customers, possible strategic issues in dealing with competitors, and the firm's different bargaining strengths with different customers. Further research in this area could explicitly incorporate the joint nature of these characteristics, because all these factors could be important in evaluating the LTV of these customers. Most firms should be able to generate the information required for estimating customer profitability from their



existing data resources. Despite increasing interest in ABC analysis, most companies are still not routinely tracking the costs associated with activities. We hope that the measurements and methodologies we propose here will encourage future researchers and practitioners to better track customer specific costs and profits as a precursor to developing customer-centric strategies.
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